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Laidback Coastal - Dining

Buffet
The push-to-open doors
seemlessly blend into the
design, enhancing its
streamlined aesthetic, while the
use of slatted strips adds
texture and visual appeal. The
gracefully curved sides
elevates its modern and
intriguing aesthetic. Made from
solid sungkai timber with a
hand waxed satin finish, the
buffet highlights the natural
blond wood grain colour while
offering a beautiful surface for
the display of decorative
pieces. Ampel storage space is
available with a fixed central
innershelf. Pefect as a serving
station in your diningroom, for
dinnerware storage or to keep
your entryway organised.

-

-
Product Code

In Stock
Lead time

1
Qty

NATURAL
Colour

Hand Waxed Natural
Timber
Material

-
Finish

1800
Width (mm)

810
Height (mm)

-
Length (mm)

490
Depth (mm)

CARE INSTRUCTIONS  

•  Like all natural timbers Sungkai furniture should be kept out of direct sunshine

    for extended periods of time.

•  Do not expose the surface to liquids or excessive moisture.

•  Wipe with a damp cloth to clean.           

Dining Table
Crafted from solid Mango
wood the Selby Dining Table is
beautifully set in a whitewash
finish, highlighting its squared
edges, simple classic lines and
subtle cut-out details.

-

-
Product Code

In Stock
Lead time

1
Qty

White Wash
Colour

Mango Wood
Material

-
Finish

2200
Width (mm)

760
Height (mm)

-
Length (mm)

1000
Depth (mm)

For daily care, dust with a dry, soft cloth. If spills occur, blot immediately and wipe with a damp cloth using water only. We recommend avoiding the use of cleaners as 
they contain chemicals that may tarnish or damage the finish.

Dining Chair
Incorporate your unique
personality into your living
spaces with the Olivia Dining
Chair, a bold accent that adds
tactile interest and coastal
charm to your interiors.
Featuring a sturdy aluminium
construction with modern lines
and a woven seat reminiscent
of rattan, the Olivia
incorporates strong textural
interest to a minimalist décor.
Rattan is a natural material and
must be treated with care,
particularly the painted finish.

-

-
Product Code

-
Lead time

6
Qty

White - White
Colour

Metal Powdercoated
frame and woven seat
Material

-
Finish

555
Width (mm)

840
Height (mm)

-
Length (mm)

590
Depth (mm)

Brush regularly with a dry, soft-bristled brush. Clean spills immediately. Avoid exposure to excess moisture, heat and direct sunlight. Avoid contact with sharp and 
abrasive objects. Minor freying is a natural and expected characteristic of this material.
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Vase
Taking cues from ancient
pottery designs, Julia is a
gorgeous ceramic vessel
perfect for use as a vase, or for
decorative purposes. Using a
creamy ivory palette, this
vessel is simple and soft, with
an hourglass-inspired curved
form. Despite its antique
inspiration, Julia has a
contemporary edge thanks to
its visible texture and
monochrome palette, making it
easy to incorporate with
existing décor.

-

-
Product Code

-
Lead time

1
Qty

White
Colour

Ceramic
Material

-
Finish

120
Width (mm)

290
Height (mm)

120
Length (mm)

-
Depth (mm)

Vase
Taking cues from ancient
pottery designs, Julen is a
gorgeous ceramic vessel
perfect for use as a vase, or for
decorative purposes. Using a
creamy ivory palette, Julen is
simple and soft, with a
gorgeous rounded form.
Despite its antique inspiration,
Julen has a contemporary
edge to it thanks to its visible
texture and monochrome
palette, making it easy to
incorporate with existing
décor.

-

-
Product Code

-
Lead time

1
Qty

White
Colour

Ceramic
Material

-
Finish

230
Width (mm)

330
Height (mm)

200
Length (mm)

-
Depth (mm)

Pendant Light
Weight 4kgs

ELDOM001WHT

ELDOM001WHT
Product Code

In Stock
Lead time

1
Qty

White
Colour

Rattan
Material

-
Finish

600
Width (mm)

560
Height (mm)

600
Length (mm)

-
Depth (mm)

Table Lamp
Organic and clean, the Pebble
Table Lamp features three
perfectly 'balanced' stones
placed atop one another,
creating a great interest piece.
This lamp is a great size for the
living room or for use on a
bedside.

-

-
Product Code

In Stock
Lead time

1
Qty

Off White
Colour

Ceramic
Material

-
Finish

290
Width (mm)

620
Height (mm)

-
Length (mm)

290
Depth (mm)

Takes E27 light globe
Wipe clean and dust with a soft dry cloth

Homeware
-

-

-
Product Code

In Stock
Lead time

1
Qty

Black
Colour

-
Material

-
Finish

300
Width (mm)

45
Height (mm)

380
Length (mm)

-
Depth (mm)
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Artwork
A striking coastal photographic
print framed in a stylish white
wash timber frame.This print
comes with a white (unprinted)
4.5cm border on all sides
around the artwork. This
product comes ready to hang
in either portrait or landscape
orientation, as shown.

-

-
Product Code

-
Lead time

1
Qty

White Wash
Colour

Timber Frame
Material

-
Finish

1220
Width (mm)

870
Height (mm)

-
Length (mm)

-
Depth (mm)

Timber frame, glass, engineered wood backing.  Our framed prints are strung with cord and ready to hang. Visit your local hardware store or contact a professional 
picture hanger for advice on the best types of wall fixtures and method to use for your specific wall type. Please also be sure to take into account the weight of each 
piece.
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